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Design Principles 
There have been too many IFP designs which are not 

developed using a whole-of-system philosophy!   

 

 

 

 



Design Principles 
• States must ensure that IFP design processes include 

consultation with and consideration of input at the earliest 

stage from affected: 

– Regulators 

– Aerodrome Operators; 

– ANSPs (ATC units and navigation aid providers); 

– Airspace Users (not just airlines but military and GA as well). 

 

 

 

 



Seamless ATM Plan 
This is an excerpt from  

the mark-up, showing  

clarifications: 

– There are still  

conventional routes  

being established! 



Seamless ATM Plan 
This is an excerpt from  

the mark-up, showing  

clarifications: 

– But we  

emphasised PBN… 



ATS Routes 
It is evident that many administrations are struggling with the 

problem of PBN specifications and PBN design as many: 

– do not know which specification to use (so PBN in a page is helpful 

but there are still misunderstandings); 

– simply overlay procedures onto traditional route structures; and 

– do not understand the difference between the ‘N’ and the ‘ATM’ in 

‘CNS/ATM’. 



ATS routes 
• It’s a question whether States do  

proper route assessment to determine  

if the geometry of the nav aids supports  

the proposal, particularly if it is RNAV 5 -   

which needs VOR and DME assessment 

and VHF coverage 

 



ATS routes 
• Bottom line: RNAV 5 usage should be  

phased out in favour of RNAV 2 (and  

later, RNP 2) in accordance with the  

Seamless ATM Plan, taking advantage of 

the RNAV 2/RNP 2 requirement for  

– GNSS; and 

– a database with waypoint sequencing 

 



ATS routes 
• These routes were planned  

as RNP 10 to provide 50NM  

longitudinal between RNP10  

aircraft using VHF/CPDLC 

 



ATS routes 
• These routes were planned  

as RNP 10 to provide 50NM  

longitudinal between RNP10  

aircraft using VHF/CPDLC 

• But all but one are surveilled  

= RNP 2/RNP 2… 8-20NM 

lateral (N), 5 NM (ATM)! 



Complexity 
Some administrations worry about the increased complexity of 

more routes and crossing points using PBN… 







Complexity 
• Why is an airspace deemed to be more complex when there 

are more ATS routes and crossing points? 

• It isn’t in a purely surveillance environment! 

• The Aircraft Situation Display (ASD) provides a single conflict 

identification point, even if the aircraft is being vectored, off 

track, or there are multiple routes 

 



• Let’s look 

at an  

example – 

Cat S  

airspace, 

PBN routes 

 



• This is incorrect – having a multi-strip system mirroring an 

aircraft situational display…not only increases the chance of 

human error trying to duplicate the radar controller’s 

information……but it also increases complexity by being unable 

to effectively cope with multiple crossing points or off-

track/vectoring events 

 



Conclusions 
• A whole-of-system planning approach is required for PBN 

• Many States have been too slow to take advantage of the new 

specifications or use the wrong specifications so safety and 

efficiency benefits (fuel and environmental) aren’t realised 

• Some States are still not understanding fundamental 

implementation measures and how it changes an operational 

environment 




